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Automatic Face And Skin Beautification Using Face Detection

FIELD OF INVENTION

The invention relates to image processing, particularly of detected sub-regions within face

images.

DESCRIPTION OF THE RELATED ART

) Proctor and Gamble's US patent 6,571 ,003 mentions finding and fixing facial defects such as

spots, wrinkles, pores, and texture in sub-regions of faces, e.g, cheeks or in areas defined by

landmark points such as corner or nose, eye, or mouth. The technique involves replacing the

defined region with a mask. The P&G patent discloses to electronically alter the color.

5 The P&G patent also mentions detecting and correcting lighting gradients and lighting

variances. These lighting gradients, or variances, appear to involve instances where there is

directional lighting which may cause a sheen or brighter region on the facial skin. United

State patent applications serial numbers 12/038,147, 61/106,910 and 61/221,425, which are

assigned to the same assignee as the present application, describe techniques which use Viola-

) Jones type classifier cascades to detect directional lighting. However, determining and

correcting a lighting gradient would typically involve global analysis, exceptions being

possible in combination with face-tracking techniques such as those described at U.S. patents

7,403,643 and 7,315,631 and U.S. applications serial nos. 11/766,674, published as

2008/0037840, and 12/063,089, 61/091,700, 61/120,289, and 12/479.593, which are all

assigned to the same assignee as the present application. It is desired to have a technique that

uses a local blurring kernel rather than such techniques involving less efficient global analysis

for certain applications and/or under certain conditions, environments or constraints.

Kodak's patent 7,212,657 illustrates at Figures 13-14 to generate a shadow/peak image (based

) on generating a luminance image and an average luminance image), a blur image, and

blended images. The Kodak patent states that a shadow/highlight strength image is generated

by subtracting an average luminance image from a luminance image. Also, at Figure 16, the

Kodak patent shows element 1530 is labeled as "generate luminance and chrominance scaling



factors using peak/valley map and color info", and element 1540 is labeled as "modify

luminance and chrominance of pixels within mask regions". Face detection is described in

the Kodak patent, but not face tracking.

The Kodak technique, like the P&G technique, involves global image manipulations, i.e., the

"luminance image" is not indicated as including anything less than the entire image, the "blur

image" involves the application of a kernel to the entire image, and the "blended image"

involves three copies of the global image. The "blur image" involves chrominance and

luminance data meaning that a lot of memory is used for manipulating the image, particularly

if the application involves a resource constrained embedded system. Regarding luminance

and chrominance scaling factors, even if they involve localized scaling factors, they are not

described in the Kodak patent as being generated for application to anything less than the

entire image.

United States patent applications serial numbers 11/856,721 and 12/330,719, which are

assigned to the same assignee as the present application, describes a technique that can be

applied as a single, raster-like, scan across relevant regions of an image without involving

global analysis or a determination of global properties such as the average luminance image,

or a shadow or blur image. Such single-pass scan through predetermined regions provides a

far more efficient and suitable technique for embedded systems such as digital cameras than

either of the P&G or Kodak patents.

The Hewlett Packard (HP) published patent application 2002/0081003 mentions air-brushing

which typically involves applying color over a swath of an image, e.g., such as may include a

blemish or wrinkle. The HP publication also mentions blurring over a wrinkle on an image of

a person's face, and again specifically describes blurring or blending color values defining the

wrinkles and surrounding skin. The HP application mentions changing brightness to brighten

or darken a facial feature, such as to shade a facial feature, and goes on to describe changing

color values of skin associated with the feature to shade the feature. The HP patent further

discloses to sharpen a hair line and/or blur a forehead and/or cheeks, by blurring color values.

Face detection and face tracking over multiple images, full resolution or low resolution and/or

subsample reference images such as previews, postviews and/or reference images captured

with a separate imaging system before, during or after capturing of a main full-resolution



image are not described in the HP patent, nor is there any suggestions to smooth or blur

luminance data of a digital face image.

Portrait is one of the most popular scenes in digital photography. Image retouching on

portrait images is a desirable component of an image processing system. Users can spend a

lot of time with conventional software trying to make a portrait nicer by hiding wrinkles and

blemishes. It is desired to provide an innovative automatic portrait scene enhancer, which is

suitable for an embedded device, such as a digital still camera, camera-phone, or other

handheld or otherwise portable consumer appliance having image acquisition components

(e.g., lens, image sensor) and a processor.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

A method is provided for enhancing an appearance of a face within a digital image using a

processor. An image is acquired of a scene including a face. The face is identified within the

digital image. One or more sub-regions to be enhanced with localized luminance smoothing

are identified within the face. One or more localized luminance smoothing kernels are

applied each to one of the one or more sub-regions identified within the face to produce one

or more enhanced sub-regions of the face. The one or more localized smoothing kernels are

applied to luminance data of the one or more sub-regions identified within the face. An

enhanced image is generated including an enhanced version of the face including certain

original pixels in combination with pixels corresponding to the one or more enhanced sub-

regions of the face. The enhanced image and/or a further processed version is displayed,

transmitted, communicated and/or digitally stored and/or otherwise output.

The localized luminance smoothing may include blurring or averaging luminance data, or a

combination thereof.

One or more localized color smoothing kernels may be applied to the one or more sub-

regions. The one or more enhanced sub-regions of the corrected image may also include

pixels modified from original or otherwise processed pixels of the face at least by localized

color smoothing.



Noise reduction and/or enhancement may be applied to the one or more sub-regions. The one

or more enhanced sub-regions of the corrected image may also include pixels modified from

original or otherwise processed pixels of the face at least by localized noise reduction and/or

enhancement.

Certain non-skin tone pixels within the one or more sub-regions of the face may be

determined not to have a threshold skin tone. These non-skin tone pixels may be removed,

replaced, reduced in intensity, and/or modified in color.

Enhanced pixels of the one or more enhanced sub-regions may include enhanced intensities

which comprise one or more functions of a relationship between original pixel intensities and

local average intensities within the one or more original and/or enhanced sub-regions.

One or more mouth and/or eye regions may be detected within the face. A natural color of

one or more sub-regions within the one or more mouth and/or eye regions may be identified

and enhanced. These sub-regions may include one or more teeth, lips, tongues, eye whites,

eye brows, iris's, eye lashes, and/or pupils.

A digital image acquisition device is also provided, including a lens, an image sensor and a

processor, and a processor-readable memory having embodied therein processor-readable

code for programming the processor to perform any of the methods described herein,

particularly for enhancing an appearance of a face or other feature within a digital image.

One or more processor-readable media are also provided that have embodied therein code for

programming one or more processors to perform any of the methods described herein.

In certain embodiments, face tracking using previews, postviews or other reference images,

taken with a same or separate imaging system as a main full resolution image is combined

with face beautification. This involves smoothing and/or blurring of face features or face

regions, wrinkle/blemish removal, or other digital cosmetic adjustments. In certain

embodiments, a luminance channel is used for smoothing an unsightly feature, while in a

narrow subset of these, only the luminance channel is used for smoothing without using any



color channel. Other embodiments used one or more color channels in addition to the

luminance channel, and these may or may not also use face tracking.

In certain embodiments, localized modification of a region of a face is performed based on an

average of the pixel values surrounding a particular pixel. This localized averaging/blurring

kernel may be applied solely on the luminance channel, thereby reducing computation in an

embedded system such as a portable digital camera, camera-phone, camera-equipped

handheld computing device, etc.

A single-pass filtering kernel may be configured to act only on local luminance values within

pre-determined regions of the image, and may be combined with a binary skin map. This is

far more efficient, using less memory and executing more quickly, within an embedded

imaging system such as a digital camera.

Blurring or shading may be achieved by changing selected luminance values of one or more

sub-regions of a face. An embodiment involves applying or subtracting luminance over a

swath of an image, e.g., such as may include a blemish or wrinkle. Blurring may also be

applied to a facial feature region that includes a wrinkle on an image of a person's face.

Blurring and/or blending luminance values of a face feature region, e.g., temple region, side

of nose, forehead, chin, cheek region) defining the wrinkles and surrounding skin. Brightness

may be changed to brighten or darken a facial feature, such as to shade a facial feature, and

this may be achieved by changing luminance values of skin associated with the feature to

shade or brighten the feature.

In certain embodiments, a technique is provided including in-camera processing of a still

image including one or more faces as part of an acquisition process. The technique includes

identifying a group of pixels including a face within a digitally-acquired still image on a

portable camera. One or more first processing portions of the image is determined including

the group of pixels (the first portion may be characterized as foreground). One or more

second processing portions of the image other than the group of pixels is then determined

(and may be characterized as background). The technique may include automatically in-

camera processing the first processing portion with a determined level of smoothing, blurring,

noise reduction or enhancement, or other skin enhancement technique involving one or more



luminance components of the pixels, while applying substantially less or no smoothing,

blurring, noise reduction or enhancement or otherwise to the second processing portion to

generate a processed image including the face. The processed image or a further processed

version including the face is then stored, displayed, transmitted, communicated, projected or

otherwise controlled or output such as to a printer, display other computing device, or other

digital rendering device for viewing the in-camera processed image. The method may include

generating in-camera, capturing or otherwise obtaining in-camera a collection of low

resolution images including the face, and determining the first processing portion including

analyzing the collection of low resolution images. The analyzing may include tracking the

face within the collection of low resolution images

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Embodiments of the invention will now be described, by way of example, with reference to

the accompanying drawings, in which:

Figure 1A-IB illustrate unprocessed and processed images of a face, where the processing

involves applying selective smoothing or blur to regions of the face.

Figures 2A-2C illustrate identification of regions of a face, and processed and unprocessed

version of a face image, wherein the processing involves application of selective smoothing or

blurring of certain regions of the face.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

Using at least one reference image, and in certain embodiments more than one reference

image, including a face region, the face region is detected. In those embodiments wherein

multiple reference images are used, a face region is preferably tracked. Face detection and

tracking are performed preferably in accordance with one or more techniques described in the

US patents and US patent applications listed above and below.

Given an input image and one or more, preferably two or more, smaller, subsampled, and/or

reduced resolution versions of the input image (e.g., one QVGA and one XGA), the position

of a face and of the eyes of the face within the input image are determined using face



detection and preferably face tracking. Figure IA shows an example of an unprocessed image

including a face, or at least an image of a face with original image data or image data that has

been otherwise processed than by selective localized smoothing or blurring such as is

described with reference to embodiments herein. The face beautification method applies a

selective blur, and/or other smoothing such as localized averaging or according to one or more

of the methods specifically described below, which enhances the skin, e.g., softening and/or

reducing wrinkles and/or spots. Figure IA illustrates an unprocessed image of a face before

applying selective smoothing. Figure IB illustrates a processed version of the image of the

face of Figure IA, i.e., after applying selective smoothing to certain sub-regions of the face.

In an exemplary embodiment, the method may be performed as follows. Certain sub-regions

of the face are identified, e.g., rectangular sub-regions or other polygonal or curved or

partially-curved sub-regions with or without one or more cusps or otherwise abrupt segmental

intersections or discontinuities. These sub-regions may be places where it will be desired to

apply selective smoothing, or these sub-regions may be those places outside of which it is

desired to apply the selective smoothing, or a combination of these. For example, three sub-

regions such as two eyes and a mouth may be identified for not applying selective smoothing,

and/or four sub-regions such as a forehead, two cheeks and a chin may be specifically

selected for applying localized luminance smoothing.

Now, in the embodiment where the two eye and mouth are identified, the skin around these

facial sub-regions/rectangles is detected. This can include in certain embodiments creating a

binary skin image, including segmenting the QVGA version of the image. In one

embodiment, this involves thresholding done in YCbCr.

A larger rectangle or other shape may be defined around the face as a whole. That is, outside

of this larger facial shape, it may be desired in most embodiments herein not to apply the

selective smoothing (although there may be other reasons to smooth or blur a background or

other region around a detected face in a digital image, such as to blur a background region in

order to highlight a face in the foreground; see, e.g., U.S. patent 7,469,071 and US application

serial number 12/253,839, which are assigned to the same assignee). A skin map may be

filtered by morphological operations. The largest regions inside the face may be selected to

be kept, and regions may be selected based on other criteria such as overall luminance, a



certain threshold luminance contrast such as may be indicative of wrinkled skin, a color

qualification such as a certain amount of red, a spotty texture, or another unsatisfactory

characteristic of a region or sub-region of a face. Lip detection may be performed based on

color information (Cr component) and/or on the position of the eyes, nose and/or ears or other

face feature such as chin, cheeks, nose, facial hair, hair on top of head, or neck, and/or on a

shape detector designed for specifically detecting lips.

The skin inside of one or more face regions, not including the eye and mouth regions, is

corrected. In certain embodiments this involves skin pixels from inside a face region having

their luminance component replaced with different luminance values, such as an average

value of its neighbors, e.g., substantially all or a fair sampling of surrounding skin pixels, or

all of a majority of pixels from one direction as if the pixels were being replaced by blurred

pixels caused by relative camera-object movement in a certain direction. Smoothing can

include an averaging process of skin pixels from other regions of the face, and/or can be a

calculation other than averaging such as to prioritize certain pixels over others. The

prioritized pixels may be closest to the pixel being replaced or may have a color and/or

luminance with greater correlation to a preferred skin tone.

Certain criteria may be applied as requirement(s) for correcting a region within an image. For

example, it may be set as requisite that the region be inside a face, although alternatively the

skin of a person's neck, leg, arm, chest or other region may be corrected. It may be set as

requisite that the luminance component be within a certain range. That range may depend on

an average luminance of the skin within the certain face or a preferred luminance or a selected

luminance. The certain pixel may be selected or not selected depending on its relation with

other details within the face (e.g., eyes, nose, lips, ears, hair, etc.). The number of neighbors

used when modifying the current pixel (i.e., the kernel size) may be varied depending on the

size of the face versus the size of the image, or on a standard deviation of luminance values,

and/or other factors may be taken into account such as the resolution or a determination as to

how much fixing the particular face region or sub-region ought to receive. If the face is too

small compared to the image (e.g., the face uses below a threshold percentage of the available

pixel area, then the system can be set to apply no correction of wrinkles, spots, etc., because

such undesired features may not be visible anyway. The averaging or other smoothing or

blurring may be done on a XGA image in order to improve speed.



LOCALIZED BLURRING/SMOOTHING KERNEL(S)

The blurring kernel or smoothing kernel in certain embodiments may be changed, adjusted,

selected, and/or configured based on one or more factors specific to the image and/or group of

images based upon which a corrected image is to be generated. A factor may be relative size

of the facial image to that of the main picture. Other factors may include resolution of the

face region and/or the entire image, processing capacity and/or RAM or ROM capacity,

and/or display, projection or transmission capacity of an embedded device or processing or

rendering environment with which the image is acquired, processed and/or output.

The blurring kernel may include a table, formula, calculation and/or plot of face sizes (e.g.,

5% of image, 10% of image, 20% of image, etc) versus kernel sizes (e.g., 3x3, 4x4, 5x5, etc.)

The kernel may also be adjusted based the relative location of the sub-region within a face.

The kernel applied to the cheeks may be configured to blur cheeks effectively, while a

different kernel to apply to the skin around the eyes may be configured to blur/smooth that

skin most effectively, same for the skin in the forehead, the skin around the mouth/chin, etc.

A different kernel can be applied to a bearded region or other hair region or no smoothing

may be applied to such regions. In a specific, simple example embodiment, the

blurring/smoothing kernel is smaller when faces are smaller (two or more levels or one or

more thresholds may be used). The blurring kernel may decrease working around eyes or lips

or nose or bearded regions or low luminance regions or dark colored regions. The blurring

kernel may depend on average luminance around the point of interest.

The method in certain embodiments may include the application of selective skin

enhancement and/or noise removal. This provides an alternative approach to determining the

facial regions when a beautification filter or blurring/smoothing kernel might not be applied.

AN ALTERNATIVE IMPLEMENTATION: LEE-BASED FILTERING

A face beautifier may use certain relevant data gathered in a face tracking technique as

described in reference cited herein (see below). That information may include a position of

the face and/or a feature within the face such as one or both eyes, mouth or nose, information



relating to where skin is detected and its tone, luminance, shaded areas, direction relative to

incoming light, etc. That data can also include the Cb,Cr,Y range within the face area, and/or

backlighting image information.

APPLICATION TO LUMINANCE CHANNEL

The technique according to certain embodiments may employ modifications of the luminance

channel to achieve the filtering of the skin. Data relating to variance within the luminance

channel may also be used, and texture information of the skin of the face region or sub-region

may be used. Such texture information may include certain chrominance data, but may also

include only luminance data which defines such texture within the image. The variance on

luminance may be utilized when selecting and/or performing blurring/smoothing, and may be

applied specifically to separating wrinkles (which are typically rather isolated) from the

texture of the face of a shaved man or even an unshaved man (where variance is high). The

texture information may involve a measure of to what degree areas or sub-regions are uniform

or not. The texture information may include a recognized or learned or newly-analyzed

pattern, which can be analyzed either on the luminance channel only and/or also on one or

more color channels.

In certain embodiments, only face and eyes may be mandatory, while in others certain other

features may be required. Face tracking may be used but is not required for the technique to

provide tremendous advantage in beautifying a face. The location of a face within an image

may be gathered using face detection only or using face tracking. A dynamic skin-map and/or

contrast info may be gathered using face tracking.

Within a digital camera or real-time imaging appliance, a real-time face tracking subsystem

(operable on a sequence of preview, postview or other reference images independent of the

main image) may be operated, and on acquisition of a main image, facial enhancements may

be performed based on (i) an analysis of the facial region in the main acquired image and (ii)

an analysis of face region metadata determined from the real-time face tracking subsystem.

FACIAL IMAGE ENHANCEMENT



Apart from the image to be enhanced, the algorithm may use (if available) extra information,

including the position of the face(s) and eyes in the given image which will help limiting the

area of search, and two resized copies of the initial image (e.g.: one QVGA and one XGA).

These two images may be used for faster processing power where accuracy is less critical.

5

An example algorithm according to certain embodiments may be described as follows:

ENHANCEMENT MAP DETECTION

D Based on face information, skin tones similar to those inside a face rectangle are sought in the

entire image. In detail, for each face passed, the steps may be as follows in one example

embodiment (not necessarily in the order discussed below):

Compute the average saturation for the region of interest (entire face rectangle or other shape

5 in this case). To avoid problems in cases such as side illumination, the average saturation for

the entire image may also computed and the minimum between the two may be used.

The relevant skin tone information (from the face rectangle) is extracted. This is done by

geometrical considerations (and additionally by color filteri ng) hi one implementation this

means: top, left and right of the rectangle are changed in such a way that 1/5 of each side is

D not taken into account. Bottom (based on image orientation) stays the same or not depending

on whether it is deemed important to have the neck included. One implementation of color

filtering may be the elimination or reduction of luminance or change of color of pixels which

are determined to have non-skin tones (e.g. blue pixels).

PCA (Principal Component Analysis) procedure may be applied on remaining pixels. A pixel

5 may be given by a triplet. The covariance matrix of the given pixels is computed. The

eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the covariance matrix are then found. The three resulting

eigenvectors represent the axes of a new 3D coordinate system. The two least important axes

(corresponding to the two smallest eigenvalues) are further considered.

The coordinates of all inspected pixels on the two abovementioned axes are computed. The

0 two histograms of the absolute value of the coordinates are then computed: one histogram for

each axis. For each of the two histograms, an acceptance threshold may be determined, for



example, using the following procedure. The corresponding cumulative histogram H is

computed. The threshold is taken such as to delimit a given percentage of the total number of

pixels (i.e., threshold Th is taken such as H(Th) ~=p%, with p being a predefined value). By

choosing different values for/? one can vary the strength of the skin filtering. For example

values taken for p may vary from 90.0% (for strong filtering) up to 97.5% (for permissive

filtering).

Compute the coordinates of each image pixel on the two axes resulting after the PCA step and

check if the absolute values are smaller than the thresholds obtained in the previous step.

For a pixel to be considered skin type further verification may be done. An example is to

check that saturation is large enough in the YUV color space. Based on the average saturation

computed in the first stage, each pixel may be verified to have at least one of the U and V

values large enough. Also the luminance level of the pixel is checked to be in a predefined

gamut. This is because we do not want to beautify dark hair or too bright areas where color

information is not reliable.

In the same time a generic skin detection algorithm (e.g. simple thresholding on the YUV

space) may be applied on the entire image to obtain a less reliable but more inclusive skin

map. The role of the generic skin map may be manifold, as it may replace the PCA skin map

in cases where face information is not present. The skin map may also used to improve the

PCA skin map by helping in deciding if holes in the map are going to be filled. The skin map

may add up to the PCA skin map "uncertain skin pixels", or pixels with a lower confidence

which are to be treated separately by the correction block.

The skin map may now be cleaned up by applying spatial filtering such as morphological

operations. At this point the skin map may have two levels of confidence: PCA skin (high

confidence) and uncertain skin (low confidence). The number of levels of confidence may be

further increased by taking into consideration the spatial positioning of a skin pixel inside the

skin area. In one implementation, the closer one pixel is to the interior of the map, the higher

its confidence is set. In another implementation, the number of skin confidence levels could

be increased from the PCA thresholding stage by using multiple thresholding of pixel

coefficients on the PCA axes.



ENHANCEMENT MAP CORRECTION

The skin pixels from inside the faces (or the ones from regions that passed skin filtering when

no face is present) are corrected. An example process for performing this correction is

described below.

A weight a L U may be computed for each pixel describing how much correction it will

receive. The higher the value of α, the more correction will be applied to that pixel. The

weight may be based on the local standard-deviation computed on the XGA intensity image

over a squared neighborhood (e.g. 16x16 for large-size skin areas, or 8x8 for medium-sized

skin areas), but may also take into account other factors (e.g., the skin level of confidence, the

proximity of the pixel to face features, such as eyes and mouth etc.)

a =
Initially, α is computed as: σiocai , where σSkin is the standard deviation computed over the

whole skin area, while σi
0Ca

iis the local standard deviation. Then α is limited to 1.

α may be increased by a predefined factor (e.g., 1.1-1.25) for pixels having higher confidence

of skin.

α may be decreased by a predefined factor for pixels located in the vicinity of face features ,

such as eyes and mouth (see Figure 1). (For eye and mouth detection, see chapter on eye and

mouth beautification).

Special attention may be given to pixels located near the skin border. In this example, for

those pixels, σiocaiis higher owing to the fact that there is a strong edge in the computing

neighborhood. In these cases, the direction of the edge is sought (only the four main

directions are considered) and, based on it, the most uniform sub-window of the current

window is used for recomputing α and the local average.

α may also modified based on the relationship between the intensity of the current pixel and

the local average (computed over the same neighborhood as σiocai)- This is because face



artifacts that are attempted to be eliminated by face beautification (e.g, ireckles, pimples,

wrinkles) may be typically darker than skin, but not very dark.

In one embodiment, the following modification may be performed: if the current intensity is

greater than the local average, decrease α (high intensity, therefore, strongly reduce

correction). If the current intensity is much lower than the local average, decrease α (too dark

to be a face artifact, strongly reduce correction). If the current intensity is lower than the local

average, but the difference between the two is small, increase α (very likely face artifact,

therefore increase correction). If the current intensity is lower than the local average, and the

difference between them is important, slightly decrease α (less likely to be a face artifact,

therefore slightly reduce correction).

Apply correction on the intensity value, based on the relation:

Newlntensity = a LocalAverage + (1-a) Oldlntensity

The averaging may be computed on the same intensity image used for the weighting map

(XGA image). This improves speed without affecting quality.

) Figures 2A-2C illustrates an example of working with detected features. In Figure 2A, input

and predetermined data are illustrated with colors including cyan (blue-ish hue) for the face

rectangle, green for face features such as eye and mouth or lips, and red for skin inside the

face area.

Figure 2B illustrates an initial image, and Figure 2C illustrates an output result using auto face

beautification.

ENHANCEMENT OF FACIAL FEATURES (EYES AND MOUTH)

Besides removing skin artifacts (wrinkles, pimples etc.), eyes and mouth beautification may

be applied as well towards an overall better visual aspect of the face. The following actions

may be taken for eye and mouth beautification.



Initial locations of eyes and mouth may be (coarsely) determined as the largest holes in the

PCA skin map located in the upper left, upper right and lower half parts of the face rectangle

or other shape.

5 More precise eye and mouth localization may be performed at a higher resolution (XGA at

least) in a small neighborhood surrounding the initial areas described above, as follows:

A mouth area may be detected based on color information. When using YUV color space, it

may be defined as the area which has the V component higher than a threshold (computed

0 based on the local V histogram).

The presence of teeth may be checked by inspecting the histogram of saturation inside the

smallest rectangle surrounding the mouth area. If working in YUV color space, saturation

may be computed as S = abs(£/)+abs(F). If the histogram of saturation is unimodal, then teeth

5 might not be visible. If the histogram of saturations is bimodal, then the area corresponding to

the inferior mode of the histogram may be inspected. If this area is found to be located inside

the mouth area (more precisely, if a sandwich mouth-teeth-mouth is present), then it may be

decided that teeth are visible.

:0 One or both eye areas may be detected each as a connected area that has the normalized Y-S

component lower than a threshold (computed based on the local Y S histogram). In the above

expression, Y is the normalized intensity component from the YUV color space, whereas S is

the normalized saturation, computed as above. Normalization of both Y and S may be done

with respect to the local maximum values.

!5

The iris may be detected as the central, darker part of the eye, whereas sclera (eye white) may

be detected as the remaining part of the eye.

Mouth and eye beautification may include any one or more or all of the following steps, not

0 necessarily in the order described:

The mouth redness may be increased. In YUV color space this may be done by multiplying

the V value inside the mouth area by a predefined factor (e.g., 1.2).



The teeth may be whitened by slightly increasing the Y component while reducing the

absolute value of U and V components.

The eye white may be brightened and whitened, by slightly increasing the Y component while

reducing the absolute value of U and V components inside the eye white area.

The iris may be improved by stretching the intensity contrast inside the iris area. Also, if the

red eye phenomenon is present (which results in an increased V value of the pupil area located

inside the iris), a red eye correction algorithm may be applied, as may a golden eye algorithm

(see, e.g., US patents 6,407,777, 7,042,505, 7,474,341, 7,436,998, 7,352,394, 7,336,821 and

7,536,036).

In accordance with several embodiments, the quality of portrait images may be improved by

5 doing face, skin and/or face feature enhancement.

ALTERNATIVE EMBODIMENTS

Certain embodiments benefit very advantageously when provided on digital camera and

D especially on a handheld camera-equipped device. Using specific data from a face detector,

or even a face tracker (with data from multiple image frames) can permit the method to

perform advantageously. In one embodiment, an enhanced face image may be aquired

dynamically from a face tracker module. The use of a PCA to determine main skin color can

be advantageous, as well as using the two other color space dimensions to determine variation

5 from that color. The method may include decorrelating the color space into "primary skin"

and "secondary skin". The use of the "secondary skin" dimensions to determine "good skin"

can be advantageous for skin detection as well. A smaller image may be used for the

detection, while the localized smoothing kernel(s) may be applied to the full image, thereby

saving valuable processing resources to great advantage on a handheld device. Two skin

maps may be used, including an "exclusive" one combined with an "inclusive" one, and face

detection data may also be utilized. Many "skin analysis" and tone/color/contrast and other

image adjustment techniques may be combined with embodiments described herein, e.g. as

described at US published application no. 2006/02041 10. Skin and facial feature detection



(eyes, mouth) is advantageously used in facial image enhancement, which may include

smoothing, blur, texture modification, noise reduction/enhancement, or other technique for

reducing a visual effect of a blemish or blemished region of a face. Wrinkle correction may

be effected within certain embodiments.

5

In addition, PCA-based "strong" skin detection may be advantageously utilized, which

enables detection of only those skin tones which are similar to those of the face, and may be

used to discard other skin-like patches whose color is yet different from that of the skin (e.g.,

a wall behind, light hair, etc.).

)

The embodiments described herein utilize application of selective smoothing which is not to

all skin pixels of the face, but only to those which are likely to be or include artifacts (e.g.,

wrinkles, pimples, freckles etc.). This is very different from global solutions where all facial

skin pixels or the entire face are smoothed and facial non-skin pixels (e.g. mouth, eyes,

eyebrows) are sharpened. These embodiments serve to preserve intrinsic skin textures, while

removing unwanted artifacts. For instance, a person's will look their age, thus remaining

natural, while still improving the appearance of the face.

While an exemplary drawings and specific embodiments of the present invention have been

) described and illustrated, it is to be understood that that the scope of the present invention is

not to be limited to the particular embodiments discussed. Thus, the embodiments shall be

regarded as illustrative rather than restrictive, and it should be understood that variations may

be made in those embodiments by workers skilled in the arts without departing from the scope

of the present invention.

In addition, in methods that may be performed according to preferred embodiments herein

and that may have been described above, the operations have been described in selected

typographical sequences. However, the sequences have been selected and so ordered for

typographical convenience and are not intended to imply any particular order for performing

) the operations, except for those where a particular order may be expressly set forth or where

those of ordinary skill in the art may deem a particular order to be necessary.



Claims:

1. A method of enhancing an appearance of a face within a digital image, comprising using a

processor in:

> acquiring a digital image of a scene including a face, including capturing the image

using a lens and an image sensor, or receiving said image following capture by a device that

includes a lens and an image sensor, or a combination thereof;

identifying the face within the digital image;

segmenting skin tone portions of the face from face features including one or two eyes

) or a mouth or combinations thereof;

within the skin tone portions of the face, identifying one or more blemish regions that

vary in luminance at least a threshold amount from non-blemished skin tone portions;

smoothing luminance data of the one or more blemish regions to generate smoothed

luminance data;

5 generating an enhanced image including an enhanced version of the face that has

original luminance data of the one or more blemish regions replaced with the smoothed

luminance data and combined with original non-blemished skin tone portions; and

displaying, transmitting, communicating or digitally storing or otherwise outputting

the enhanced image or a further processed version, or combinations thereof.

)

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the localized luminance smoothing comprises blurring or

averaging luminance data, or a combination thereof.

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising applying one or more localized color

5 smoothing kernels to the one or more sub-regions, and wherein the one or more enhanced

sub-regions of the corrected image further comprise pixels modified from original pixels of

the face at least by localized color smoothing.

4. The method of claim 1, further comprising applying noise reduction or enhancement, or

) both, to the one or more sub-regions, and wherein the one or more enhanced sub-regions of

the corrected image further comprise pixels modified from original pixels of the face at least

by localized noise reduction or enhancement, or both.



5. The method of claim 1, further comprising determining certain non-skin tone pixels within

the one or more sub-regions that do not comprise a threshold skin tone, and removing,

replacing, reducing an intensity of, or modifying a color of said certain non-skin tone pixels,

or combinations thereof.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein enhanced pixels of the one or more enhanced sub-regions

comprise enhanced intensities which comprise one or more functions of a relationship

between original pixel intensities and local average intensities within the one or more original

or enhanced sub-regions, or combinations thereof.

7. The method of claim 1, further comprising detecting one or more mouth or eye regions, or

combinations thereof, within the face, and identifying and enhancing a natural color of one or

more sub-regions within the one or more mouth or eye regions, including one or more teeth,

lips, tongues, eye whites, eye brows, iris's, eye lashes, or pupils, or combinations thereof.

8. A method of enhancing an appearance of a face within a digital image, comprising using a

processor in:

generating in-camera, capturing or otherwise obtaining in-camera a collection of one

or more relatively low resolution images including a face;

identifying the face within the one or more relatively low resolution images;

segmenting skin tone portions of the face from face features including one or two eyes

or a mouth or combinations thereof;

within the skin tone portions of the face, identifying one or more blemish regions that

vary in luminance at least a threshold amount from the skin tone portions;

acquiring a main image of higher resolution than the one or more relatively low

resolution images, including capturing the main image using a lens and an image sensor, or

receiving said main image following capture by a device that includes a lens and an image

sensor, or a combination thereof;

smoothing certain original data of one or more regions of the main image that

correspond to the same one or more blemish regions identified in the relatively low resolution

images to generate smoothed data for those one or more regions of the main image;



generating an enhanced version of the main image including an enhanced version of

the face that has the certain original data of the one or more regions corresponding to one or

more blemish regions replaced with the smoothed data; and

displaying, transmitting, communicating or digitally storing or otherwise outputting

5 the enhanced image or a further processed version, or combinations thereof.

9. The method of claim 8, further comprising tracking said face within a collection of said

relatively low resolution images.

D 10. The method of claim 8, wherein the smoothing comprises applying one or more localized

luminance smoothing kernels each to one of the one or more sub-regions identified within the

face to produce one or more enhanced sub-regions of the face, wherein the applying

comprises applying the one or more localized luminance smoothing kernels to luminance data

of the one or more sub-regions identified within said face.

5

11. The method of claim 10, wherein the localized luminance smoothing comprises blurring

or averaging luminance data, or a combination thereof.

12. The method of claim 10, further comprising applying one or more localized color

smoothing kernels to the one or more sub-regions, and wherein the one or more enhanced

sub-regions of the corrected image further comprise pixels modified from original pixels of

the face at least by localized color smoothing.

13. The method of claim 8, further comprising applying noise reduction or enhancement, or

5 both, to the one or more sub-regions, and wherein the one or more enhanced sub-regions of

the corrected image further comprise pixels modified from original pixels of the face at least

by localized noise reduction or enhancement, or both.

14. The method of claim 8, further comprising determining certain non-skin tone pixels

D within the one or more sub-regions that do not comprise a threshold skin tone, and removing,

replacing, reducing an intensity of, or modifying a color of said certain non-skin tone pixels,

or combinations thereof.



15. The method of claim 8, wherein enhanced pixels of the one or more enhanced sub-

regions comprise enhanced intensities which comprise one or more functions of a relationship

between original pixel intensities and local average intensities within the one or more original

or enhanced sub-regions, or combinations thereof.

16. The method of claim 8, further comprising detecting one or more mouth or eye regions,

or combinations thereof, within the face, and identifying and enhancing a natural color of one

or more sub-regions within the one or more mouth or eye regions, including one or more

teeth, lips, tongues, eye whites, eye brows, iris's, eye lashes, or pupils, or combinations

thereof.

17. A method of enhancing an appearance of a face within a digital image, comprising using a

processor in:

acquiring a digital image of a scene including a face, including capturing the image

using a lens and an image sensor, or receiving said image following capture by a device that

includes a lens and an image sensor, or a combination thereof;

identifying the face within the digital image;

identifying within the face one or more sub-regions to be enhanced with localized

luminance smoothing;

applying one or more localized luminance smoothing kernels each to one of the one or

more sub-regions identified within the face to produce one or more enhanced sub-regions of

the face, wherein the applying comprises applying the one or more localized luminance

smoothing kernels to luminance data of the one or more sub-regions identified within said

face;

generating an enhanced image including an enhanced version of the face comprising

certain original or otherwise processed pixels in combination with pixels corresponding to the

one or more enhanced sub-regions of the face; and

displaying, transmitting, communicating or digitally storing or otherwise outputting

the enhanced image or a further processed version, or combinations thereof.

18. The method of claim 17, wherein the localized luminance smoothing comprises blurring

or averaging luminance data, or a combination thereof.



19. The method of claim 17, farther comprising applying one or more localized color

smoothing kernels to the one or more sub-regions, and wherein the one or more enhanced

sub-regions of the corrected image further comprise pixels modified from original pixels of

the face at least by localized color smoothing.

20. The method of claim 17, further comprising applying noise reduction or enhancement, or

both, to the one or more sub-regions, and wherein the one or more enhanced sub-regions of

the corrected image further comprise pixels modified from original pixels of the face at least

by localized noise reduction or enhancement, or both.

21. The method of claim 17, further comprising determining certain non-skin tone pixels

within the one or more sub-regions that do not comprise a threshold skin tone, and removing,

replacing, reducing an intensity of, or modifying a color of said certain non-skin tone pixels,

or combinations thereof.

22. The method of claim 17, wherein enhanced pixels of the one or more enhanced sub-

regions comprise enhanced intensities which comprise one or more functions of a relationship

between original pixel intensities and local average intensities within the one or more original

or enhanced sub-regions, or combinations thereof.

23. The method of claim 17, further comprising detecting one or more mouth or eye regions,

or combinations thereof, within the face, and identifying and enhancing a natural color of one

or more sub-regions within the one or more mouth or eye regions, including one or more

teeth, lips, tongues, eye whites, eye brows, iris's, eye lashes, or pupils, or combinations

thereof.

24. A device including a lens, an image sensor, a processor, and a processor-readable

medium having code embedded therein for programming the processor to perform the method

of any of the above claims.

25. A computer readable medium having code embedded therein for programming the

processor to perform the method of any of the above claims.
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